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The opening round of Sac-Joaquin Section Division III playoffs rested on the wind and a prayer on Thursday
night.

Fortunately for the Benicia High School boys soccer team, the ball bounced in its favor on a blustery day at
Drolette Stadium as the Panthers tied their game against Cordova 1-1 on a stoppage time goal by senior Dante
Arias in the second half. They later won 4-2 on penalty kicks after 20 minutes of scoreless overtime.

“It was more based on luck,” Arias said of the tying goal. “You’re there and it just happens for you sometimes.”

Arias, Jared Thieme, Matt Judd and Zach Coan all converted their penalty shots for Benicia while the Lancers
missed two of theirs.

The Panthers earned a second-round match up against Placer in Auburn on Tuesday thanks to the play of goal
keeper Kenneth Butts, who didn’t allow a goal except for a penalty shot by the Lancers senior striker Anthony
Sanchez in the 53rd minute. He also stopped two shots in penalty kicks to seal the Panthers’ win.

For nearly 30 minutes it looked like the Panthers (12-2-4) appeared destined for an early exit as the wind tilted
many of the scoring chances toward the right side of the field.

The Lancers (7-12-4) were heading in that direction when Sanchez fought through three defenders running
down the left side, drew a foul inside the penalty box then buried his chance as he snuck a low shot past Butts.

“It was pressuring. You don’t know if your going to play again on (Tuesday),” Arias said. “You’re like is this going
to be it right now? Or can we get it back?”

Benicia could not get anything going for most of the second half as Cordova played its midfield back and tried to
run out to clock. The Lancers were a a minute short as a foul gave the Panthers a free kick 35 yards away from
the goal.

Benicia’s senior defender Judd lofted a high-arching cross into the box and Arias beat his defender on a run
toward the goal and put in the shot that saved Benicia’s season.

The wind was howling in a stadium that Panthers head coach Javier Martinez called “Wrigley Field of the West”
as Cordova nearly took the lead several times in the first overtime. Butts stopped three shots in the first over
time, all of them in the air, to preserve the tie.

“The wind makes it tricky. Nothing acts like you expect it to you really have to think about the wind and take it
into consideration,” Butts said. “You have to make sure you are in the proper place and of course you have to
catch the ball.”

The Panthers had their chances to win it in the second overtime as Judd made a run at the Cordova goal with
time winding down, but Lancer defender Shane Ali cleared it out of bounds. Judd made another bid for the
winning goal in stoppage time by setting up Arias with a pass in the box, but the Maikhail Pavioglo blocked the
shot and the Panthers could not get a shot off after the ensuing scrum in front of the net.

Butts stopped two shots when the game went into penalty kicks to seal it for Benicia as Arias took advantage of
a miss by the Lancers’ Pablo Long. Butts stoned Long and Ronald Castillo to seal it as Coan scored the final
penalty kick for the Panthers.
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“(Penalty kicks) are the worst thing in the world for a goalkeeper,” Butts said. “Sometimes you manage to look at
the person, go the right way and keep the ball out of the goal.”

Caption: Photo: Benicia High’s Dante Arias missed scoring on this header from a throw-in in the first half of
Thursday’s playoff game at Drolette Stadium, colliding with Cordova goalkeeper Maikhail Pavioglo. Arias scored
in stoppage time in the second half to tie the game for the Panthers, sending it into extra time. (Mike
Jory/Times-Herald)
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